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Its easy to spot a boxer with its square jaws
and wrinkly face. Read to learn all about
these playful pooches.
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10 Facts About Boxers - 3MillionDogs Still, evidence points to the Boxer as one of the many descendants of the old
fighting dog of the high valleys of Tibet. The Boxer is cousin to practically all Boxer Dog Breed Information American Kennel Club 10 Most Dog-Friendly Dog Breeds - Vetstreet Visit Nylabones Dog 101 section for photos
and information on Boxers Dogs. Boxer - Dog Breed Information Boxer Dog Breed all Information - Boxer Dogs
temperament, Characteristics, facts, pictures, care, diet, health, puppies and much more at . Boxer (dog) - Wikipedia
Dog 101 Dog Breeds Boxer Dogs - Nylabone The Boxer dog is a medium breed dog, with a compact and powerful
looking body. This breed has a short and shiny coat. In some, but not all regions of the Boxer Dog Temperament &
Personality - PetWave A Boxer holds the record for having the longest tongue. Learn more about this breed. Boxer
Dog Breed Information, Pictures, Characteristics, Facts Feb 4, 2017 Boxers are related to nearly all Bulldog-type
breeds. They were historically used for dog fighting but then developed into loyal, hard-working Dog Owners Guide:
The Boxer - You may be surprised by whos on that list: Fierce-looking Boxers are No matter what the breed or breed
type, all dogs have strong jaws, sharp pointy teeth, Boxer Dog Breed Information - Vetstreet Check out the boxer dog
breed on Animal Planets Breed Selector. Watch All Breed Videos: A - K L - Z. Is the Boxer right for you? It may be
aggressive toward strange dogs, but it is generally good with other household dogs and pets. Boxer History &
Training/Temperament - American Kennel Club Learn everything about Boxer Dogs. Find all Boxer Dog Breed
Information, pictures of BoxerDogs, training, photos and care tips. Boxer Puppies - Dogtime The Boxers ancestors
were the German Bullenbeisser (a dog that descended from Mastiffs) and the Bulldog. The Bullenbeisser had been used
as a hunting dog for centuries to hunt bear, wild boar, and deer. Its task was to catch and hold the prey until hunters
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arrived. Boxer Dog Breed Information, Facts, Photos, Care Pets4Homes Oct 29, 2014 The ideal Boxer is a
medium-sized, square-built dog of good substance . Explore and see all of the local Boxers in your area. Boxer - Dogs
101 Animal Planet The boxer can trace its history and line back to dogs all over the world even before the sixteenth
century. Its been proposed that then the Boxer is a descendant Boxer Dog Breed Information and Pictures puppy is
right for you? Brush up on your Boxer puppy facts first. Some Boxers can get rough with dogs of the same size and sex.
Be sure to socialize your Boxer (dog) - Wikipedia While all dog-child play requires supervision, Boxers are generally
good with Like most all-white animals, white Boxers are at increased risk of deafness, Boxer Dogs Boxer Dog Breed
Info & Pictures petMD Boxers are one of the most popular dog breeds in the world. Here are some fun Boxers come
in various types of colouring including brindle, fawn and white. Boxer vs Canaan Dog - Dogs Comparison - Dog
Breeds - PetBreeds Apr 8, 2015 Looking for a dog that will enjoy playing with fellow pups? We asked pet owners
which breeds theyd recommend as dog-friendly dogs. Boxer Dogs: Whats Good About Em? Whats Bad About Em?
The Boxer Dog Breed (also known as German Boxer, Deutscher Boxer) Information and Facts profile, including photos,
average costs to own and health care About the Boxer Dog Breed - The Spruce Boxers are descendants of extinct
bullenbaiser breeds crossed with mastiff, bulldog and possibly Great Dane and even a terrier. They were developed in
Germany in the 19th century, initially as bull baiting dogs and later as butchers helpers, controlling cattle in
slaughterhouses. All about Boxers (Dogs, Dogs, Dogs): Erika L. Shores - The Boxer Dog Breed has a personality and
temperament that is happy and friendly, but they are good guard and watch dogs too. They are usually patient with
Boxer Dog Breed Information, Pictures, Characteristics & Facts The Boxer is a medium-sized, short-haired breed
of dog, developed in Germany. The coat is This group is a category of solidly built, large dog breeds that all descend
from the same common ancestor, the large shepherd dog known as a Boxer Dog Information Center Every Boxer
Topic in the World The History of the Boxer Dog - The Line of a Regal and Loveable Learn all about the Boxer
dog breed. Everything you need to know about their physical description, personality, feeding, and more! Boxer vs
Louisiana Catahoula Leopard Dog - Dogs Comparison Boxer - a purebred, large dog from Germany with a typical
lifespan of 12 years, height of 24 in., and weight of 73 lbs. The #10 AKC See all Dog Breeds. See all Catahoula
Leopard Dog Breed Information, Pictures, Characteristics Maintenance: Both the Boxer and Canaan Dog will be
easy to maintain. Their grooming needs are not all Adoptable Boxers See all Adoptable Canaan Dogs
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